Hope all is well with you! I'd like to request a few changes to the Program Map that will accompany our EoY Mali Fact Sheet (most recent draft attached).

- For the main map, could we make the following changes?
  - add the food assistance icon to the countrywide program section
  - add nutrition icons to Bamako, Kayes, Koulikoro, Sikasso, and Mopti regions
  - remove the health icon from Gao region

- For the Food Insecurity portion of the map, can we replace the current map with the October to January projection from FEWS NET with the updated source: "FEWS NET, August 2021".

- For the displacement portion of the map, we can adjust the displacement bubbles per the following map from IOM, and we may need to adjust the bubble legend/size, as the number of IDPs in Mopti has increased to nearly 151,000:

- Finally, we can change the "Last Updated" date in the bottom right to 09/30/21.